
1. Pairing massive BHs in galactic nuclei 
          from large to small scales, role of gas
      
2. Electromagnetic signatures of massive BH binaries   
          in EM observations or in GW detections
      
3. [  Where do massive BHs come from anyway?  ] 
          protogalaxy formation after the cosmic dark age

4.   [  Stellar-mass BH binaries ]
          in AGN accretion disks with EM signatures
    

The astrophysics of black hole mergers
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• Astronomy and astrophysics 
     — Accretion physics: EM emission w/known BH parameters  +  distorted GWs
     — Environments of massive BH mergers: quasar/galaxy co-evolution
     — Assembly of the first BHs in the ‘dark age’: mergers (GW) vs. accretion (EM)
     — Are there intermediate-mass BHs?  Where do they  form?
     — Formation mechanism and fate of stellar-mass binaries
   — Physics of  mass transfer in double white-dwarfs
     — Mapping the structure of the Milky Way through DWDs

• Fundamental physics and cosmology
     — Dark Energy: Hubble diagrams from standard sirens (& current H0 tension) 
     — Non-GR gravity: compare dL(z) from GWs vs photons
                                      delay between arrival time of photons and gravitons
                                      (propagation effects, extra dimensions, graviton mass)               
     — Lorentz violations:  frequency-dependence in delay hf = 𝛾mc2

     — Inflation: Non-minimal inflation through GW background slope (cf. CMB)
     — Dark matter: intermediate-mass ratio mergers (DM spikes)
     — NS equation of state: mergers involving NSs
• EM counterparts can also help with confidence of GW detection

Science from Multi-Messenger Astrophysics
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Standard Sirens



Standard Sirens

(1)  GW amplitude (shear)

(2) Chirp

(1)/(2) à fr/h = const * r(z) * fr
3 

.Xin & ZH 2021

chirp mass

r(z) = const * fr
-3 fr / h

.
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Equal-Mass Binary

Tang, MacFadyen & ZH (2018)



Key Features of Binary Accretion

- Lack of stable orbits within ~twice the binary separation
- Density suppressed by factor of ~100

Central cavity:

Streamers:  

- fueled by streamers -- net accretion rate matches that of single BH
- strong shocks, periodically appear and disappear

- circumbinary disk strongly lopsided (nonlinear instability)
- dense lump appears at cavity wall, modulating accretion

Lopsided cavity wall with lump:

Minidisks:  

- enter cavity wall via strong shocks, extend into tidal region of BHs
- fuel accretion is via gravity and shocks --- not viscosity!



Binary Signature I:  Periodicity

Order unity variability, sinusoid
on orbital timescale
secondary dominates

Order unity variability, sawtooth
on orbital time at cavity wall
two BHs out of phase (cf OJ287)

0.05 < q < 0.3 0.3 < q < 1

Accretion rate not suppressed – similar to bright quasar



Binary Signature I:  Periodicity

Order unity variability, sinusoid
on orbital timescale
secondary dominates

Order unity variability, sawtooth
on orbital time at cavity wall
two BHs out of phase (cf OJ287)

0.05 < q < 0.3 0.3 < q < 1

Accretion rate not suppressed – similar to bright quasar
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q=1



Unified model of AGN

Continuum
    thermal    
        +
nonthermal

        +

Emission lines
      broad
         +
     narrow
   

Antonucci (1993)    



Quasar spectra – optical/UV

credit: A. Dullemond credit: SDSS

GMM/r ~  σ T4 π r2

à T ~ r-3/4 

.



Quasar spectra – global view

credit: Z. Ivezic, from Elvis et al. (1994)



Quasar spectra – global view

credit: Z. Ivezic, from Elvis et al. (1994)

Each part of continuum from different region/process



Periodic Quasars = Binary Candidates 

• Catalina Real-Time Transient Survey (CRTS)  
      Graham et al. (2015)
      111  candidates with periods 1-5 years in ~33,000 deg2

       250,000 quasars to V~20,  9-year uniformly sampled baseline
        
• Palomar Transient Factory (PTF) in ~27,000 deg2

      Charisi et al. (2016)  
       33 candidates with periods 60-400 days
        36,000 quasars  R~22,  up to 5 years non-uniform sampling

• Zwicky Transient Factory (PTF)
      Chen et al. (2022)  
       127 candidates with periods 500-950 days
        143,000 quasars  r~20,  5 years non-uniform sampling
      

systematic searches in large time-domain surveys



Recent Periodic Candidates- Examples 
Charisi et al. (2016)

Periodic Quasars in PTF 19
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Lightcurves (PTF, CRTS, iPTF) Phased lightcurves



Stochastic quasar variability
Vaughan et al. (2016)Damped random walk

Correlation function:

Sij =< ΔF(ti)F(tj)> 

Power spectrum:

P(f) =< ΔF(f)2>
~



How can you tell it’s really a binary?



PG1302-102: a case study

Bright z=0.3 quasar     Mbh=108.3-109.4 M¤    a=0.01 pc (280 RS)
±14% variability with 5.16 ± 0.2 yr period (in 250,000 quasars)
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Periodogram - what is the true binary period?
D’Orazio et al. 20162 D. J. D’Orazio et al.

Figure 1. Results of 2D hydrodynamical simulations of a binary BH sur-
rounded by an circumbinary accretion disc. The BHs clear out a central
cavity and form their own minidiscs. Left panels: snapshots of the (loga-
rithmic) surface-density of the gas discs, after reaching quasi-steady state,
with mass ratios of q = 0.5 (top) or q = 0.1 (bottom). Right panels: Cor-
responding Lomb-Scargle periodograms of the total accretion rate onto the
secondary + primary BHs. The discs are locally isothermal with a Mach
number of 10 and an alpha viscosity prescription (↵ = 0.1).

from PG 1302 by pulsar timing arrays (PTAs). We then (§3) pro-
pose possible observational tests of the underlying binary BH +
circumbinary disc model, including variations of broad line widths
and centroids correlating with the optical variability (§3.1), ad-
ditional periodic variability at the true tbin caused by relativistic
beaming (§3.2), signatures on the broad Fe K↵ lines (§3.2), and
the existence of distinct secondary peaks in the periodogram (§3.3).
We briefly summarize our main conclusions in §4.

2 IMPLICATIONS OF A SHORTER ORBITAL PERIOD

In order to demonstrate the possibility of a short orbital period for
the PG 1302 binary, we have performed hydrodynamical simula-
tions, following the set-up in our earlier work (Farris et al. 2014).
The hydrodynamical equations are evolved for ⇠> 600 binary orbits,
using the two dimensional code DISCO (Duffell & MacFadyen
2011), with the BHs moving on fixed circular orbits, surrounded
by an isothermal (Mach number = 10) disc, obeying an ↵-viscosity
prescription (↵ = 0.1). The fluid motion around individual BHs is
well resolved (with a log grid of 384 radial cells extending to 8a
and a maximum of 512 azimuthal cells). The two runs discussed
below differ only in their BH mass ratio (q = 0.1 and q = 0.5). A
wider range of simulations is needed in the future, to address possi-
bilities such as eccentric (Roedig et al. 2012), tilted (Hayasaki et al.
2015), or retrograde (Nixon et al. 2011) binary orbits.

The results are illustrated in Fig 1. The left panels show snap-
shots of the surface density, and the right panels show Lomb-
Scargle periodograms (LSPs) of the total accretion rate measured
in the two BH mini-discs over 200 binary orbits. The top pan-
els, for q = 0.5, show an over-dense lump orbiting at the rim of
the central cavity, resulting in strong periodicity at the orbital time
⇡ 6tbin of the lump. The periodogram shows weaker peaks at tbin
and at ⇠ 0.6tbin. This three-timescale behaviour, with the longest

timescale dominating, is observed for 0.3 ⇠< q ⇠< 0.8. The location
of the highest-frequency peak is closer to 0.5tbin near the low end
of this range (q ⇠ 0.3), and also has a weak dependence on disc
parameters. The bottom panels, for q = 0.1, show no orbiting lump
and exhibit accretion rate periodicity only at tbin and 0.5tbin. This
behaviour is found in the range 0.05 ⇠< q ⇠< 0.3.

Farris et al. (2014) have shown that for unequal-mass bina-
ries, accretion occurs preferentially onto the secondary BH, with
the ratio of accretion rates as skewed as Ṁ2/Ṁ1 ⇡ 10 � 20 in
the range 0.02 ⇠< q ⇠< 0.1. Over long timescales, this would drive
the binary to more equal masses, suggesting that mass ratios of
0.3 ⇠< q ⇠< 0.8 may be common. Near-equal mass binaries are
also preferred in cosmological models of the population of merg-
ing SMBHs (Volonteri et al. 2003). This motivates us to examine
the possibility that the apparent 5.2 year period in PG 1302 is the
(redshifted) lump period, and assess the implications.

2.1 Binary-Disc Decoupling

A shorter orbital period would place the binary at a later stage
of its orbital decay. A critical point during the orbital decay is
the decoupling of the binary from the CBD, and it is important
to know whether the binary is past this point. Decoupling occurs
when the binary’s orbital decay becomes dominated by gravita-
tional radiation reaction, and outpaces the viscous inflow of the
CBD (Milosavljević & Phinney 2005). We use simple 1D models
of the binary + disc system (Haiman et al. 2009, hereafter HKM09)
to calculate the separation rGW at which decoupling occurs for a
circular binary with mass ratio q = 0.3. We assume an ↵-viscosity
⌫ = ↵Pgas(⇢⌦)

�1, with gas pressure Pgas, density ⇢, disc angular
velocity ⌦, and ↵ = 0.1. All other disc parameters are assumed
to have the fiducial values given in HKM09. In Fig. 2, we plot the
ratio a/rGW as a function of the total binary mass M , with the bi-
nary separation from Eq. (1), for the range of masses in G15, and
for three values of � covering the range suggested by the hydrody-
namical simulations.

Interpreting the observed variability in PG 1302 with tbin, as
may be justified for q ⇠< 0.3, it is unclear whether or not the binary
has entered the GW dominated regime and decoupled from the disc.
The binary would still be coupled to the disc for M < 109M�
(the range inferred from the broad lines by G15), but GW-driven
and decoupled if M > 109M�. However, for the shorter binary
periods 3 ⇠< � ⇠< 8, justified for 0.3 ⇠< q ⇠< 0.8, we find that the
inferred smaller binary separation would place the binary well past
decoupling. For q > 0.3 and ↵ < 0.1, the binary in PG 1302 is
plunged even deeper into the GW–dominated regime.

Because the binary outpaces the viscous inflow of the disc, it
has been argued that the post-decoupling BHs may be “starved” and
thus dim (Milosavljević & Phinney 2005; Shapiro 2010; Tanaka &
Menou 2010). Recent simulations (Noble et al. 2012; Farris et al.
2015) show that high levels of accretion can persist well past the de-
coupling phase, delivering gas to the binary efficiently until much
closer to coalescence. These simulations also exhibit the lopsided
cavity which generates the �tbin variability considered here. Iden-
tification of the variability in PG 1302 with the cavity wall lump
period would constitute the (to our knowledge, first-ever) detection
of a SMBHB which is undergoing GW dominated inspiral, yet pro-
ducing bright emission, near the Eddington limit.1

1 Note that in the precessing binary model for OJ287 (Lehto & Valtonen
1996; Valtonen et al. 2008), the orbital period is 12.2 yr, the primary is very
massive (⇠ 1.8⇥1010 M�), but the secondary is light (⇠ 1.4⇥108 M�).

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

4 years ?
(0.05 < q < 0.3)

0.7 years ?
( q > 0.3)

More generally: 
3 < topt/tbin   < 8 
dep. on q, disk



Are there secondary periods in the data?

Charisi et al. 2016

Peaks at  ~300 
and ~500 days
caused by aliasing

no significant
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with amplitude 
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Is the sinusoidal modulation caused 
entirely by relativistic Doppler boost?

depending on the disk parameters). For 0.05 <⇠q <⇠0.3, the dominant period in the accretion rate
matches the binary’s orbital period, while for q <⇠0.05, the variability disappears, and the accretion
becomes steady4, 5. The mass ratio of the BHs in PG1302 is unknown, but if it exceeds q >⇠0.3, and
if the optical variability is caused by the fluctuations in the accretion rate, then its orbital period
is predicted to be 3-8 times shorter than its rest-frame 4-yr optical period; the binary is predicted
to be correspondingly a factor of a few more compact than previously thought. This would reduce
the expected of binary candidates with masses and periods comparable to PG1302 by a factor of
10-100; it would also imply that PG1302’s orbit is being eroded by the emission of gravitational
waves, rather than by its interaction with the gas disk11.

It is therefore imperative to understand the physical reason for PG1302’s apparent variability,
to confirm its binary origin, and to identify its true orbital period. While the hydrodynamical
simulations predict a characteristic pattern of periodicities at multiple frequencies, an analysis of
the periodogram of PG1302 did not reveal any significant secondary peak, apart from its 5.2-yr
observed period, leaving the true binary period uncertain12. Furthermore, the periodic accretion-
rate modulations predicted by the simulations resemble a train of bursts5, rather than a sinusoid as
seen in PG1302.

If PG1302 is indeed a binary, then it is natural to attribute its optical emission to gas that
is bound to each BH, forming circumprimary and circumsecondary accretion “minidisks”. Such
disks form in high-resolution 2D and 3D hydrodynamical simulations. Assuming a circular orbit,
the velocity of the secondary BH is

v2 =

✓
2⇡

1 + q

◆✓
GMtot

4⇡2P

◆1/3

= 8, 500

✓
1.5

1 + q

◆✓
Mtot

108.5M�

◆1/3 ✓ P

4.04 yr

◆�1/3

km s�1, (1)

or ⇠ 0.03c for the fiducial parameters above, where c is the speed of light. The primary’s orbital
velocity is v1 = qv2. Even from a steady minidisk, the apparent flux on Earth is modulated by
relativistic Doppler beaming. The photon frequencies suffer relativistic Doppler shift by the factor
D = [�(1��||)]�1, where � = (1��2)�1/2 is the Lorentz factor, � = v/c is the three-dimensional
velocity v in units of the speed of light, and �|| = � cos� sin i is the component of the velocity
along the line of sight, with i and � the orbital inclination and phase. Because the photon phase-
space density / F⌫/⌫3 is invariant in special relativity, the apparent flux F⌫ at a fixed observed
frequency ⌫ is modified from the flux of a stationary source F 0

⌫ to F⌫ = D3F 0
D�1⌫ = D3�↵F 0

⌫ .
The last step assumes an intrinsic power-law spectrum F 0

⌫ / ⌫↵. To first order in v/c, this causes
a sinusoidal modulation of the apparent flux along the orbit, by a fractional amplitude �F⌫/F⌫ =
±(3� ↵)(v cos ✓/c) sin i.

The light-curve of PG1302 is well measured over two periods (⇡ 10 years) and appears re-
markably sinusoidal. By comparison, OJ287’s periodic emission shows pairs of sharper bursts.
The observed amplitude of variability is 0.14 mag, corresponding to �F⌫/F⌫ = 0.14. The spec-
trum of this source around the V band is well approximated by a double power-law, with ↵ ⇡ 0.7
(between 0.50�0.55µm) and ↵ ⇡ 1.4 (between 0.55�0.6µm), apart from small deviations caused
by broad lines. These lines must arise from gas unrelated to the minidisks, since their width (2,500-
4,500 km s�1) is much smaller than the required line-of-sight velocity, and will therefore not share
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Fν
obs =D3-α Fν

0

D=Γ(1-βcosθ)-1    α= d lnFν/d lnν

ΔFν
obs /Fν

0=(3-α)(v/c) cosθ sini

Need:  v sini=22,000 km s-1

  or (v/c) sini = 0.074



Relativistic boost

Observed ±14% modulation expected if:
Total mass large  (Mtot > 2×109 M¤)  
Mass ratio  low  ( q < 0.2 )                
Luminosity mostly from secondary ( >90% à 0.03<q< 0.1)
Not too far from edge-on  (±30°)
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How can we verify / falsify this ?

ΔFν
obs /Fν

0=(3-α)(v/c) cosθ sini

Optical (V-band):    α ≈ 1.1  à 3-α ≈ 1.9
UV       (~0.2 μm):   α ≈ -2   à 3-α ≈ 5      
                              à  ΔF/F(UV) ≈  2.6 × ΔF/F(opt)   
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Doppler-modulation is chromatic

spectral curvature 

opt UV

D’Orazio, ZH, Schiminovich (Nature, 2015)

Optical variability vs. UV variability consistent 
with spectral curvature [αopt vs αuv] and Doppler boost 

Multi-wavelength test of Doppler boost for PG1302 3
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Figure 1. Top Panel: V-band light-curve of PG1302, data points
from CRTS (Graham et al. (2015b)) in black, from ASAS-SN in
grey and red diamonds for Swift. Bottom panel: near-UV light-
curve, black circles and triangles for GALEX and HST observa-
tions from DHS15 and red diamonds for Swift M2-band data. The
sinusoidal Doppler boost model from DHS15 is also shown.

wavelength-dependent variability of quasars. The probabil-
ity that the multi-wavelength Doppler boost signature arises
by chance increases as the quality of the UV data decreases
(e.g., from 20% in the near-UV sample to ⇠40% in the far-
UV sample–see also Fig. 2 and 3 in Charisi et al. 2018).

Motivated by this, we obtained multi-wavelength follow-
up data with the Ultraviolet/Optical Telescope (UVOT),
onboard the Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory. In this pa-
per, we report the new observations and further test the
Doppler boost hypothesis by examining whether UV vari-
ability tracks that of the optical, but with a larger ampli-
tude. We assume that the variability of PG1302 consists of
a sinusoidal modulation caused by the relativistic Doppler
boost, with UV and optical amplitudes defined by the spec-
tral slopes in each band, as well as stochastic DRW vari-
ability, with amplitudes that may di↵er in each band, and
photometric noise. We confront this model with new data
points we acquired in two optical and two UV bands at nine
distinct epochs. With simulations we assess the probability
that the data are consistent with the Doppler boost model
by comparing the UV/optical variability ratios.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In § 2, we
describe the new Swift data, and the details of our statistical
analysis. In § 3, we present the results of our statistical tests,
which are discussed further in § 4. We summarize our main
conclusions in § 5.

2 DATA ANALYSIS

2.1 Data

We obtained multi-wavelength observations of PG1302 with
the UVOT on Swift, initially as a Target of Opportunity, and
subsequently, through two approved Guest Observer pro-
grams in Cycles 13 and 14 (PI: Z. Haiman). We extracted
the Swift light-curves using the On-line XRT & UVOT data

analysis pipeline.5 Our observations cover all six filters of
UVOT (V and B in optical, U, W1, M2, W2 in UV). We in-
clude one additional archival observation, which also covers
all six bands.

In Figure 1, we present the optical (V-band) and near-
UV (M2-band) light-curves of PG1302 from our monitoring
campaign with Swift/UVOT, along with archival data from
other surveys. More specifically, in the top panel, we show
the optical light-curve from Graham et al. (2015b) in black,
the ASAS-SN light-curve6, which was analyzed in Liu et al.
(2018) in grey, and the Swift V-band observations super-
imposed in red. The ASAS-SN and Swift light-curves are
calibrated in the same photometric system and are directly
comparable (see §4.1), whereas for the light-curve from Gra-
ham et al. (2015b), a constant shift is necessary. We calcu-
lated this o↵set from the di↵erence of the mean magnitudes
in the overlapping time interval.

In the bottom panel, we present the near-UV data from
DHS15 (black circles and triangles for GALEX and HST ob-
servations, respectively) and the Swift M2-band data points
in red. Similarly to the optical, we apply a constant o↵set
based on the one Swift data point that is almost coincident in
time with the GALEX/HST observations (at MJD⇠54,500).
We also show the sinusoidal model for relativistic Doppler
boost using the best-fit orbital parameters from DHS15.

Here, we show data from Swift V and M2 bands (even
though eventually we tested the Doppler boost scenario in
multiple combinations of bands), because they have very
similar wavelength coverage to the optical and nUV bands
examined in DHS15 (see Fig 5 and 6 below). This allows us
to directly compare the new observations with the archival
data. It also justifies the choice of a constant o↵set for the
calibration of the di↵erent pieces of the time series, since the
color-dependent variability of quasars should have minimal
impact in the almost identical filters.

As can be seen from Fig. 1, the Swift data cover a total
of nine epochs, separated by approximately 3-4 months (over
the past two years of our monitoring campaign) and span a
baseline of ⇠ 1770 days.

A key characteristic of our observations is that the data
in the distinct filters were taken nearly-simultaneously. This
is crucial, because quasars show short-term fluctuations. In
previous work, this presented a limitation, since the UV data
had to be compared with the extrapolated optical variabil-
ity. For this reason, we exclude a few archival observations
that cover only one band. The simultaneous coverage allows
more flexibility to test the Doppler hypothesis, beyond the
simplest assumption of sinusoidal variability, which corre-
sponds to constant luminosity in the mini-disks. From hy-
drodynamic simulations, we expect fluctuations in the ac-
cretion rate on shorter timescale than the orbital period,
and thus the luminosity of the mini-disks likely may deviate
from constant (Farris et al. 2014).

5 http://www.ssdc.asi.it/mmia/index.php?mission=

Swiftmastr
6 We extracted the ASAS-SN light-curve from the online
database Sky Patrol (Shappee et al. 2014; Kochanek et al. 2017)
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Gravitational Lensing
Bending of light in general relativity

 --- for a point mass, in the limit of small deflection ---

credit: Scott Gaudi (OSU)

Geometry:

Deflection angle:

Einstein radius: Magnification (u=β/𝜃E):

- flat background
- small deflection
- single point mass

Lens equation:   
β= θ-⍺(θ)

Magnification:  

Two solutions:

=(θ/β) (dθ/dβ)



Recurring Self-Lensing Spikes

For compact binary, not too far from edge on (few degrees)

ZH2017, D’Orazio & Di Stefano (2018)



Periodic binary self-lensing
Interstellar (2014)

maximum likelihood (RML; e.g., Narayan & Nityananda 1986;
Wiaux et al. 2009; Thiébaut 2013). RML is a forward-modeling
approach that searches for an image that is not only consistent with
the observed data but also favors specified image properties (e.g.,
smoothness or compactness). As with CLEAN, RML methods
typically iterate between imaging and self-calibration, although
they can also be used to image directly on robust closure quantities
immune to station-based calibration errors. RMLmethods have been
extensively developed for the EHT (e.g., Honma et al. 2014;
Bouman et al. 2016; Akiyama et al. 2017; Chael et al. 2018b; see
also Paper IV).

Every imaging algorithm has a variety of free parameters
that can significantly affect the final image. We adopted a two-
stage imaging approach to control and evaluate biases in the
reconstructions from our choices of these parameters. In
the first stage, four teams worked independently to reconstruct
the first EHT images of M87* using an early engineering data
release. The teams worked without interaction to minimize
shared bias, yet each produced an image with a similar
prominent feature: a ring of diameter ∼38–44 μas with
enhanced brightness to the south (see Figure 4 in Paper IV).

In the second imaging stage, we developed three imaging
pipelines, each using a different software package and
associated methodology. Each pipeline surveyed a range of
imaging parameters, producing between ∼103 and 104 images
from different parameter combinations. We determined a “Top-
Set” of parameter combinations that both produced images of
M87* that were consistent with the observed data and that
reconstructed accurate images from synthetic data sets
corresponding to four known geometric models (ring, crescent,
filled disk, and asymmetric double source). For all pipelines,
the Top-Set images showed an asymmetric ring with a diameter
of ∼40 μas, with differences arising primarily in the effective
angular resolutions achieved by different methods.

For each pipeline, we determined the single combination of
fiducial imaging parameters out of the Top-Set that performed
best across all the synthetic data sets and for each associated
imaging methodology (see Figure 11 in Paper IV). Because the
angular resolutions of the reconstructed images vary among the
pipelines, we blurred each image with a circular Gaussian to a
common, conservative angular resolution of 20 μas. The top part
of Figure 3 shows an image of M87* on April11 obtained by
averaging the three pipelines’ blurred fiducial images. The image
is dominated by a ring with an asymmetric azimuthal profile that
is oriented at a position angle ∼170° east of north. Although the
measured position angle increases by ∼20° between the first two
days and the last two days, the image features are broadly
consistent across the different imaging methods and across all
four observing days. This is shown in the bottom part of Figure 3,
which reports the images on different days (see also Figure 15 in
Paper IV). These results are also consistent with those obtained
from visibility-domain fitting of geometric and general-relativistic
magnetohydrodynamics (GRMHD) models (Paper VI).

6. Theoretical Modeling

The appearance of M87* has been modeled successfully using
GRMHD simulations, which describe a turbulent, hot, magnetized
disk orbiting a Kerr black hole. They naturally produce a powerful
jet and can explain the broadband spectral energy distribution
observed in LLAGNs. At a wavelength of 1.3 mm, and as
observed here, the simulations also predict a shadow and an
asymmetric emission ring. The latter does not necessarily coincide

with the innermost stable circular orbit, or ISCO, and is instead
related to the lensed photon ring. To explore this scenario in great
detail, we have built a library of synthetic images (Image Library)
describing magnetized accretion flows onto black holes in GR145

(Paper V). The images themselves are produced from a library
of simulations (Simulation Library) collecting the results of
four codes solving the equations of GRMHD (Gammie et al.
2003; Saḑowski et al. 2014; Porth et al. 2017; Liska et al.
2018). The elements of the Simulation Library have been
coupled to three different general-relativistic ray-tracing and
radiative-transfer codes (GRRT, Bronzwaer et al. 2018;
Mościbrodzka & Gammie 2018; Z. Younsi et al. 2019, in
preparation). We limit ourselves to providing here a brief
description of the initial setups and the physical scenarios
explored in the simulations; see Paper V for details on both the
GRMHD and GRRT codes, which have been cross-validated

Figure 3. Top: EHT image of M87* from observations on 2017 April 11 as a
representative example of the images collected in the 2017 campaign. The
image is the average of three different imaging methods after convolving each
with a circular Gaussian kernel to give matched resolutions. The largest of the
three kernels (20 μas FWHM) is shown in the lower right. The image is shown
in units of brightness temperature, T S k2b

2
Bl= W, where S is the flux density,

λ is the observing wavelength, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and Ω is the solid
angle of the resolution element. Bottom: similar images taken over different
days showing the stability of the basic image structure and the equivalence
among different days. North is up and east is to the left.

145 More exotic spacetimes, such as dilaton black holes, boson stars, and
gravastars, have also been considered (Paper V).
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Recurring Self-Lensing Spikes

note:   θe/θbin =  (2abin /Rs)-1/2 

Davelaar & ZH (2022a,b)

- flares visible within
 ±3-30°of edge-on

- shadow visible if
 ±1-10°of edge-on

- week-long flares
  in periodic quasars
     
- 10x higher chance
  for LISA binaries
  (already compact)

à 100s detectable by
Vera Rubin Observatory
      (LSST, 2024+)

compact (d=100 Rg)  edge-on binary i= 90°



A self-Lensed binary candidate

Rare case of a quasar in the Kepler field (z=0.92), with symmetric spike
Betty Hu, Dan D’Orazio, ZH et al. (2020)KIC 11606854, a.k.a. “Spikey” 

Well fit by eccentric 
SMBH binary with 

Mtot=3×107M⊙, 
q = 0.2
T = 418 d, 
e = 0.5, 
inclination = 8○



Recurring Self-Lensing Spikes

compact (d=100 Rg) edge-on binary i= 89°

Davelaar & ZH (in prep)
maximum likelihood (RML; e.g., Narayan & Nityananda 1986;
Wiaux et al. 2009; Thiébaut 2013). RML is a forward-modeling
approach that searches for an image that is not only consistent with
the observed data but also favors specified image properties (e.g.,
smoothness or compactness). As with CLEAN, RML methods
typically iterate between imaging and self-calibration, although
they can also be used to image directly on robust closure quantities
immune to station-based calibration errors. RMLmethods have been
extensively developed for the EHT (e.g., Honma et al. 2014;
Bouman et al. 2016; Akiyama et al. 2017; Chael et al. 2018b; see
also Paper IV).

Every imaging algorithm has a variety of free parameters
that can significantly affect the final image. We adopted a two-
stage imaging approach to control and evaluate biases in the
reconstructions from our choices of these parameters. In
the first stage, four teams worked independently to reconstruct
the first EHT images of M87* using an early engineering data
release. The teams worked without interaction to minimize
shared bias, yet each produced an image with a similar
prominent feature: a ring of diameter ∼38–44 μas with
enhanced brightness to the south (see Figure 4 in Paper IV).

In the second imaging stage, we developed three imaging
pipelines, each using a different software package and
associated methodology. Each pipeline surveyed a range of
imaging parameters, producing between ∼103 and 104 images
from different parameter combinations. We determined a “Top-
Set” of parameter combinations that both produced images of
M87* that were consistent with the observed data and that
reconstructed accurate images from synthetic data sets
corresponding to four known geometric models (ring, crescent,
filled disk, and asymmetric double source). For all pipelines,
the Top-Set images showed an asymmetric ring with a diameter
of ∼40 μas, with differences arising primarily in the effective
angular resolutions achieved by different methods.

For each pipeline, we determined the single combination of
fiducial imaging parameters out of the Top-Set that performed
best across all the synthetic data sets and for each associated
imaging methodology (see Figure 11 in Paper IV). Because the
angular resolutions of the reconstructed images vary among the
pipelines, we blurred each image with a circular Gaussian to a
common, conservative angular resolution of 20 μas. The top part
of Figure 3 shows an image of M87* on April11 obtained by
averaging the three pipelines’ blurred fiducial images. The image
is dominated by a ring with an asymmetric azimuthal profile that
is oriented at a position angle ∼170° east of north. Although the
measured position angle increases by ∼20° between the first two
days and the last two days, the image features are broadly
consistent across the different imaging methods and across all
four observing days. This is shown in the bottom part of Figure 3,
which reports the images on different days (see also Figure 15 in
Paper IV). These results are also consistent with those obtained
from visibility-domain fitting of geometric and general-relativistic
magnetohydrodynamics (GRMHD) models (Paper VI).

6. Theoretical Modeling

The appearance of M87* has been modeled successfully using
GRMHD simulations, which describe a turbulent, hot, magnetized
disk orbiting a Kerr black hole. They naturally produce a powerful
jet and can explain the broadband spectral energy distribution
observed in LLAGNs. At a wavelength of 1.3 mm, and as
observed here, the simulations also predict a shadow and an
asymmetric emission ring. The latter does not necessarily coincide

with the innermost stable circular orbit, or ISCO, and is instead
related to the lensed photon ring. To explore this scenario in great
detail, we have built a library of synthetic images (Image Library)
describing magnetized accretion flows onto black holes in GR145

(Paper V). The images themselves are produced from a library
of simulations (Simulation Library) collecting the results of
four codes solving the equations of GRMHD (Gammie et al.
2003; Saḑowski et al. 2014; Porth et al. 2017; Liska et al.
2018). The elements of the Simulation Library have been
coupled to three different general-relativistic ray-tracing and
radiative-transfer codes (GRRT, Bronzwaer et al. 2018;
Mościbrodzka & Gammie 2018; Z. Younsi et al. 2019, in
preparation). We limit ourselves to providing here a brief
description of the initial setups and the physical scenarios
explored in the simulations; see Paper V for details on both the
GRMHD and GRRT codes, which have been cross-validated

Figure 3. Top: EHT image of M87* from observations on 2017 April 11 as a
representative example of the images collected in the 2017 campaign. The
image is the average of three different imaging methods after convolving each
with a circular Gaussian kernel to give matched resolutions. The largest of the
three kernels (20 μas FWHM) is shown in the lower right. The image is shown
in units of brightness temperature, T S k2b

2
Bl= W, where S is the flux density,

λ is the observing wavelength, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and Ω is the solid
angle of the resolution element. Bottom: similar images taken over different
days showing the stability of the basic image structure and the equivalence
among different days. North is up and east is to the left.

145 More exotic spacetimes, such as dilaton black holes, boson stars, and
gravastars, have also been considered (Paper V).
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Xin & ZH (2021)    

1 day

LSST

perfect for 
this search:

1. wide
2. deep
3. high 

cadence

1 year

Chengcheng Xin

The future: binaries in (e.g.) LSST
including compact LISA sources



How many do we expect in LSST?
Xin & ZH (2021)

Extrapolate quasar LF

Assume fraction fbin of 
quasars are binaries: 
  
Nbin (Porb) =

 [ tres (Porb) / tQ ] fbin NQ

Side-steps modeling 
of cosmology/mergers



How many do we expect in LSST?
Xin & ZH (2021)

Extrapolate quasar LF

Assume fraction fbin of 
quasars are binaries: 
  
Nbin (Porb) =

 [ tres (Porb) / tQ ] fbin NQ

Side-steps modeling 
of cosmology/mergers

à 20-100 million AGN in total



LISA “verification” binaries in LSST
Xin & Haiman (2021)    

* O(100) binaries with P ≲ 1 day:      Redshift  z ~ 1-2     Mass ~105 - 106  M☉

* Many more at longer periods but still well in GW inspiral regime
* Can identify them in archival data after LISA detection



Can GW-driven run-away binaries still shine?

Cavity is cleared by binary “propeller” well before merger

The future: EM emission from LISA sources?



Milosavljevic & Phinney (2005)

???

Electromagnetically ‘silent’ merger, in vacuum ?

Can GW-driven run-away binaries still shine?

Cavity is cleared by binary “propeller” well before merger

When t(GW)  <  t(visc), disk “decouples”, left behind at ~100 RS

The future: EM emission from LISA sources?



Can run-away LISA binaries still shine?

Tang, ZH, MacFadyen 2018

simulate evolution from 60M to merger

Orbital decay 
prescribed by 
GW inspiral

Pseudo-Newtonian
(Wiita-Paczynski)
potential

ISCO resolved
directly (NO sink)



Inspiral
Tang et al. 2018

-8 days -4 days -2 hrs

density

temperature



2 keV

10 keV

2 keV

LAST 7 DAYS LAST 1 DAY

Lightcurve - EM chirp 

strong accretion all the way to merger:  binary remains luminous & periodic

Tang et al. (2018)    

soft

hardhard

soft

(even if face-on)



EM signatures near merger
Luke Krauth et al. (2023)

Follow GW inspiral (106 M☉) for last ~month before merger (~400 orbits)

Follow post-merger disk including recoil and mass-loss of remnant

Luke Krauth

?? ??

decoupling? recoil/mass-loss?



EM chirp follows GW chirp

cf. earlier work by Tang et al. 2018



Pre-merger localization - ouch
Mangiagli et al. 2020



Disappearing black holes!

Binary suddenly
vanishes in X-rays

But stays in optical
UV and infrared

Can catch this with
Athena (use LSST
or its archival data)

No immediate
effect of mass-loss
or recoil 



Disappearing minidisks and streams



EM chirp from LISA sources inevitable

Farris et al. (2015)

• X-ray emission from quasars from few Rg   [optical: ~ 100 Rg]
• Smaller than tidal truncation radius for binary entering LISA band
• Minidisk = quasar disk (or X-ray corona), bound to individual BH
• Doppler effect modulates brightness at O(v/c) ~ O(0.1)

Tidal force
from companion
truncates minidisk

ΔFν/Fν= (3-α) (vII/c)

       α=dlnFν/dlnν

ZH 2017



Track of binary in the LISA band

Mtot=106M¤ , q=1/3,  z=1 

125 RgEnter LISA band:

40 RgLocalized (10 deg2):

400Tidal radius < 10 Rg:
cycles

Example:

(ZH 2017)

V(orb) ~  O(0.1c)
T(orb) ~  O(hr)



GW vs. X-ray chirp

Overlap integral for phase shift:
Þ Δv/c ~ [S/N] ✕ torb / [D/c] ~ 10-17

Improve bounds from
LIGO BNS and from GW 
dispersion/phasing 
Berti+(2005), Will (2006)

Þ New constraints on scalar-
tensor theories (beyond LIGO)

De Rham & Melville (2018)

Test Agw ∝ f2/3e-i2φ  vs A𝛄 ∝ f1/3e-iφ

Chirp detectable by wide-field telescopes (e.g. Athena / Lynx ) 

ZH (2017)M=106 M¤, q=1/3,  z=1,   i=10°



Zrake et al. 2021
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Zrake et al. 2021

e ~ 0.01 for low-mass nearby binaries

Eccentricity in LISA band?

Eccentricity entering LISA band:

z=10

z=1
z=0.1

43Mpc

4.3Mpc

e à 0.45 à circulatization



II.  Possible spectral signatures

• AGN spectra from single SMBHs – several 100k spectra, lot 
of phenomenology

• Rudimentary or poor theoretical ab-initio modeling

• Look for unusual features in case of 2 as opposed to 1 SMBH



Quasar spectra – global view

credit: Z. Ivezic, from Elvis et al. (1994)

Each part of continuum from different region/process



II.  Possible spectral signatures
• Hot spots from shocks in UV/X-rays as material
      from accretion streams strike circum-secondary disk                 

and/or cavity wall 
 

• Broad lines powered by UV from minidisks: lines strong, 
periodic shape/width reverberation, Doppler shift

• Signatures in relativistic iron Kα line

• Infrared echo from “lighthouse” scattered off dusty torus

• Polarization varies periodically 
Dotti+2021

D’Orazio+ZH 2017

McKernan+2013

Saade+2020, 2023  null results with Chandra and NuStar

Eracleous+2012, 2019, Decarli+2013, Runnoe+2017



Hard spectrum

q = M2/M1 = 1

Thermal emission extends to hard X-rays from inner regions around each BH

Tang et al. (2017)    

streams 
in cavity 

minidisksouter disk



Spectral evolution at merger

q = M2/M1 = 1

Accretion rate Spectra before, at, and
after the merger

Farris et al. (2015a)     strong accretion all the way through merger
Tang+2018, Krauth+2023         binary remains luminous until last day

Milosavljevic & Phinney (2005): disk decouples, left behind at ~100 RS



Shifted Broad Emission Lines

• Double peaks: several candidates
      caveat: can be wind, disk hotspot.. 
• Offset lines: 16000 quasars from SDSS à 88 offset candidates
      caveat: can be wind, disk hotspot..
• Moving lines: ~3 candidates with lines moving
      caveat: shape changes

Dozen of candidates from (mostly) Hβ line

Nguyen, Bogdanovic et al,  2016, 2019, 2020

Eracleous+2012

Shen+2013, Liu+2016, Runnoe+2015,2017



Relativistic FeKα line

(Fabian et al. 2000)
Narrow line at 6.4 keV, powered by X-rays

à



Relativistic FeKα line

(McKernan et al. 2013)10 B. McKernan, K.E.S. Ford, B. Kocsis & Z.Haiman

Figure 7. Comparing the ’ripple’ profile due to an annulus at
50 ± 5rg (the dark blue solid curve in Fig. 1) with the line pro-
file due to a steadily draining inner disk. The black solid curve
corresponds to the dark blue solid curve in Fig. 1. To replicate
an ’outside-in’ draining inner disk, we held the outer gap edge
(at 55rg) fixed, while allowing the inner gap edge (r1) to migrate
inward (on the disk viscous timescale) to 40rg (dark blue), 30rg
(green), 20rg (red), 10rg (light blue) and 0rg (purple). This form
of drainage is unlikely as the viscous disk timescale is shortest at
small radii, although α and H/r may change significantly as radii
decrease. For a fiducial disk with α = 0.01, (H/r) = 0.1 around a
106(108M!) supermassive black hole, we expect the progression
of profiles from solid black curve to purple curve depicted here to
last approximately ∼ 0.5(50) years. All curves are binned at ap-
proximately the energy resolution (∼ 7eV) expected for Astro-H.

red-ward and blue-ward, but only over long timescales. The
higher energy resolution of Astro-H and IXO/Athena could
resolve horn migration over much shorter timescales.

Note that if the X-ray continuum originates in a hot
corona concentrated mostly above the innermost disk then
during and after cavity formation, we should expect some
fraction of the overall X-ray continuum to decline. If the
inner disk drains ’inside out’ to form a cavity, we should
expect a rapid drop of the X-ray continuum together with
a strong decrease in broad line intensity (most pronounced
in the wings). Observing such an effect would allow us not
only to test models of massive mergers, but also allow us to
constrain the fraction of the X-ray continuum that originates
in the central ∼ 100rg . If the disk drains ’outside in’ (much
less likely), we expect the drop in the continuum to match
the rippling apart of the horns of the Fe Kα line.

4.2 Detecting pile-up in AGN disks

In the discussion of disk drainage above, we ignored the
effect of the continuing inflow of gas from the outer
disk. As the migrating secondary stalls and the disk in-
terior to it drains on the viscous timescale, mass is still

Figure 8. The change in the broad FeKα line profile due to the
draining of the entire inner disk due to a stalled gap-opening
satellite black hole, where r1 = 100rg . To replicate a draining in-
ner disk, we assumed the broad FeKα emission originates entirely
from within 100rg , with θ = 60o and r−2.5 X-ray emissivity pro-
file as assumed above. We do not see ’notches’ as in Fig. 6 since
the gap does not imprint itself on the inner disk < 100rg . The
solid black curve corresponds to the broad FeKα profile from the
inner disk extending from 100rg inward to 6rg . Since we expect
the disk viscous timescale to increase with radius, we assume the
disk drains in an ’inside out’ manner, so rinner → r1 and we
ignore emission from gas ’smeared out’ within rinner. As the in-
ner edge of the disk increases radially to 20rg (red curve), 40rg
(green curve), 60rg (dark blue curve), 80rg (light blue curve),
the broad component of the line decreases in magnitude and the
blue and red wings are increasingly suppressed. For a fiducial
disk with α = 0.01, (H/r) = 0.1 around a 106(108M!) super-
massive black hole, we expect the progression of profiles from
solid black curve to light blue curve depicted here to last approx-
imately ∼ 1.5(150)yrs. Two-thirds of this time is taken up with
the progression from green curve to light-blue curve. All curves
are binned at approximately the energy resolution (∼ 7eV) ex-
pected for Astro-H.

flowing inward in the disk. Gas should build up at the
outer gap or cavity edge on the viscous timescale (τα) at
that disk radius (Syer & Clarke 1995; Ivanov et al. 1999;
Kocsis, Haiman & Loeb 2012a). We can think of the outer
gap radius or cavity edge as a dam holding back the inflow
of gas. Here we discuss how damming inflowing gas at the
outer wall of the gap or cavity has an effect on the observed
broad Fe Kα line component.

We created a naive toy model to represent the damming
of inflowing gas at the outer gap wall and we considered
two simple cases. First, as the inner disk drains onto the
primary, creating a cavity in the inner disk (as in Figs. 7
and 8 in §4.1), gas piles up at the outer gap wall. Sec-
ond, gas piles up at the edge of a pre-existing cavity. In
both cases our toy model assumes a simple, uniform en-
hancement of disk emission in a annulus at the disk trun-
cation radius. Pile-up behind the dam is unlikely to be uni-
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Figure 7. Comparing the ’ripple’ profile due to an annulus at
50 ± 5rg (the dark blue solid curve in Fig. 1) with the line pro-
file due to a steadily draining inner disk. The black solid curve
corresponds to the dark blue solid curve in Fig. 1. To replicate
an ’outside-in’ draining inner disk, we held the outer gap edge
(at 55rg) fixed, while allowing the inner gap edge (r1) to migrate
inward (on the disk viscous timescale) to 40rg (dark blue), 30rg
(green), 20rg (red), 10rg (light blue) and 0rg (purple). This form
of drainage is unlikely as the viscous disk timescale is shortest at
small radii, although α and H/r may change significantly as radii
decrease. For a fiducial disk with α = 0.01, (H/r) = 0.1 around a
106(108M!) supermassive black hole, we expect the progression
of profiles from solid black curve to purple curve depicted here to
last approximately ∼ 0.5(50) years. All curves are binned at ap-
proximately the energy resolution (∼ 7eV) expected for Astro-H.

red-ward and blue-ward, but only over long timescales. The
higher energy resolution of Astro-H and IXO/Athena could
resolve horn migration over much shorter timescales.

Note that if the X-ray continuum originates in a hot
corona concentrated mostly above the innermost disk then
during and after cavity formation, we should expect some
fraction of the overall X-ray continuum to decline. If the
inner disk drains ’inside out’ to form a cavity, we should
expect a rapid drop of the X-ray continuum together with
a strong decrease in broad line intensity (most pronounced
in the wings). Observing such an effect would allow us not
only to test models of massive mergers, but also allow us to
constrain the fraction of the X-ray continuum that originates
in the central ∼ 100rg . If the disk drains ’outside in’ (much
less likely), we expect the drop in the continuum to match
the rippling apart of the horns of the Fe Kα line.

4.2 Detecting pile-up in AGN disks

In the discussion of disk drainage above, we ignored the
effect of the continuing inflow of gas from the outer
disk. As the migrating secondary stalls and the disk in-
terior to it drains on the viscous timescale, mass is still

Figure 8. The change in the broad FeKα line profile due to the
draining of the entire inner disk due to a stalled gap-opening
satellite black hole, where r1 = 100rg . To replicate a draining in-
ner disk, we assumed the broad FeKα emission originates entirely
from within 100rg , with θ = 60o and r−2.5 X-ray emissivity pro-
file as assumed above. We do not see ’notches’ as in Fig. 6 since
the gap does not imprint itself on the inner disk < 100rg . The
solid black curve corresponds to the broad FeKα profile from the
inner disk extending from 100rg inward to 6rg . Since we expect
the disk viscous timescale to increase with radius, we assume the
disk drains in an ’inside out’ manner, so rinner → r1 and we
ignore emission from gas ’smeared out’ within rinner. As the in-
ner edge of the disk increases radially to 20rg (red curve), 40rg
(green curve), 60rg (dark blue curve), 80rg (light blue curve),
the broad component of the line decreases in magnitude and the
blue and red wings are increasingly suppressed. For a fiducial
disk with α = 0.01, (H/r) = 0.1 around a 106(108M!) super-
massive black hole, we expect the progression of profiles from
solid black curve to light blue curve depicted here to last approx-
imately ∼ 1.5(150)yrs. Two-thirds of this time is taken up with
the progression from green curve to light-blue curve. All curves
are binned at approximately the energy resolution (∼ 7eV) ex-
pected for Astro-H.

flowing inward in the disk. Gas should build up at the
outer gap or cavity edge on the viscous timescale (τα) at
that disk radius (Syer & Clarke 1995; Ivanov et al. 1999;
Kocsis, Haiman & Loeb 2012a). We can think of the outer
gap radius or cavity edge as a dam holding back the inflow
of gas. Here we discuss how damming inflowing gas at the
outer wall of the gap or cavity has an effect on the observed
broad Fe Kα line component.

We created a naive toy model to represent the damming
of inflowing gas at the outer gap wall and we considered
two simple cases. First, as the inner disk drains onto the
primary, creating a cavity in the inner disk (as in Figs. 7
and 8 in §4.1), gas piles up at the outer gap wall. Sec-
ond, gas piles up at the edge of a pre-existing cavity. In
both cases our toy model assumes a simple, uniform en-
hancement of disk emission in a annulus at the disk trun-
cation radius. Pile-up behind the dam is unlikely to be uni-
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Figure 9. The change in the broad FeKα line profile due to
draining of the entire inner disk (’outside-in’) due to a stalled
migrating satellite black hole at 50rg, while gas piles up at the gap
outer edge. The solid black curve corresponds to the broad FeKα
profile due to the inner disk with a cavity spanning 45 − 55rg
(same as black curve in Fig. 7). The red curve corresponds to
r1 = 30rg, r2 = 55rg with an enhancement of emission by ×2
in the annulus spanning 55− 60rg . The green curve corresponds
to r1 = 10rg , r2 = 55rg with an enhancement of emission by
×4 in the annulus spanning 55 − 60rg. All curves are binned at
approximately the energy resolution (∼ 7eV) expected for Astro-

H.

form in reality, particularly for large values of q. A dense
tidal bulge tracking the secondary can form on the dam
wall (Shi et al. 2011; Roedig et al. 2011; Noble et al. 2012;
D’Orazio, Haiman & MacFadyen 2012), which will orbit at
the orbital time for the cavity wall. This can lead to an os-
cillation in the effect discussed below but we shall return to
this in future work. In order to move the stalled secondary,
we should expect a pile-up comparable to the mass of the
secondary. We translated this into a simple density enhance-
ment over a standard thin disk of a factor ∼ 2−5 distributed
uniformly within ∼ 10% of the cavity edge. This is roughly
consistent with profiles of the pile-up seen in simulations
(e.g. MacFadyen & Milosavljevic 2008; Cuadra et al. 2009),
although over time we might expect a Σ(r) ∝ r−1 build
up to large radii behind the dam (Kocsis, Haiman & Loeb
2012a). We shall investigate the effects of different types of
’damming’ in future work. Here we are not attempting to
reproduce details of the damming; we neglect disk heating,
pressure and expansion. Rather, we simply want to under-
stand the sense in which the broad Fe Kα line component
changes when we enhance the Fe Kα emission at the disk
edge in a naive manner.

In the first case, where the inner disk at < r1 is drain-
ing onto the primary as in Fig. 7, we assume that there is
an enhancement of the emission from gas in an annulus im-
mediately outside r2. Fig. 9 shows the inner disk draining
’outside in’, but now we uniformly enhance Fe Kα emis-

Figure 10. The change in the broad FeKα line profile due an
inner disk truncated by a cavity at r1 = r2 = 55rg , while gas
piles up at the gap outer edge. The solid black curve corresponds
to the broad FeKα profile due to the inner disk truncated by a
cavity at < 55rg (same as purple curve in Fig. 7). The red curve
corresponds to an enhancement of emission by ×2 in the annulus
spanning 55−60rg . The green curve corresponds to enhancement
of emission by ×5 in the annulus spanning 55−60rg . All curves are
binned at approximately the energy resolution (∼ 7eV) expected
for Astro-H.

sion in an annulus spanning 55 − 60rg immediately outside
r2 to model pile-up. As the inner gap edge (r1) decreases
to 30rg (red curve), we add a uniform (arbitrary) ×2 en-
hancement of the Fe Kα emission from disk radii spanning
55 − 60rg. As the inner gap edge decreases to r1 = 10rg
(green curve), the Fe Kα emission from disk radii spanning
55 − 60rg is enhanced by a uniform (arbitrary) ×4 factor.
By comparing Fig. 9 with Fig. 7, we can see that substan-
tial damming of the outer disk has a noticeable effect on
the broad component of the Fe Kα line. In particular we
see that the ’horns’ of the broad component each become
double-pronged as the ’pile-up’ beyond r2 increases. Obser-
vationally, we should expect the double-pronged horns to
persist until the dam bursts. If the dam burst is sudden and
catastrophic, we expect the extra horns in the line profile
will ripple outward to redder and bluer energies respectively
as the ’overdense’ material collapses inward. If instead, there
is a slow leak from the dam, the flux in the extra horns in the
line profile will decrease and become dispersed to energies
redward and blueward of the horns.

In the second case, we assume that a cavity has been
excavated, truncating the disk at r1 = r2 = 55rg . We also
assume the outer disk is damming inflowing gas in an annu-
lus spanning 55 − 60rg . Fig. 10 shows the effect over time
of uniform pile-up at the edge of the cavity (r2). The black
curve shows the broad line from the region outside the cavity
(> 55rg), with no damming of the accretion flow (equivalent
to the purple curve in Fig. 7). The red curve shows an en-
hancement of ×2 over ’normal’ emission in an annulus span-
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Relativistic FeKα line

(McKernan et al. 2013)
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ε(r) ~  r -2.5

Effect of circum-secondary minidisk: ‘see-saw wings’

Ripple effect in broad FeKα lines 11

Figure 9. The change in the broad FeKα line profile due to
draining of the entire inner disk (’outside-in’) due to a stalled
migrating satellite black hole at 50rg, while gas piles up at the gap
outer edge. The solid black curve corresponds to the broad FeKα
profile due to the inner disk with a cavity spanning 45 − 55rg
(same as black curve in Fig. 7). The red curve corresponds to
r1 = 30rg, r2 = 55rg with an enhancement of emission by ×2
in the annulus spanning 55− 60rg . The green curve corresponds
to r1 = 10rg , r2 = 55rg with an enhancement of emission by
×4 in the annulus spanning 55 − 60rg. All curves are binned at
approximately the energy resolution (∼ 7eV) expected for Astro-

H.

form in reality, particularly for large values of q. A dense
tidal bulge tracking the secondary can form on the dam
wall (Shi et al. 2011; Roedig et al. 2011; Noble et al. 2012;
D’Orazio, Haiman & MacFadyen 2012), which will orbit at
the orbital time for the cavity wall. This can lead to an os-
cillation in the effect discussed below but we shall return to
this in future work. In order to move the stalled secondary,
we should expect a pile-up comparable to the mass of the
secondary. We translated this into a simple density enhance-
ment over a standard thin disk of a factor ∼ 2−5 distributed
uniformly within ∼ 10% of the cavity edge. This is roughly
consistent with profiles of the pile-up seen in simulations
(e.g. MacFadyen & Milosavljevic 2008; Cuadra et al. 2009),
although over time we might expect a Σ(r) ∝ r−1 build
up to large radii behind the dam (Kocsis, Haiman & Loeb
2012a). We shall investigate the effects of different types of
’damming’ in future work. Here we are not attempting to
reproduce details of the damming; we neglect disk heating,
pressure and expansion. Rather, we simply want to under-
stand the sense in which the broad Fe Kα line component
changes when we enhance the Fe Kα emission at the disk
edge in a naive manner.

In the first case, where the inner disk at < r1 is drain-
ing onto the primary as in Fig. 7, we assume that there is
an enhancement of the emission from gas in an annulus im-
mediately outside r2. Fig. 9 shows the inner disk draining
’outside in’, but now we uniformly enhance Fe Kα emis-

Figure 10. The change in the broad FeKα line profile due an
inner disk truncated by a cavity at r1 = r2 = 55rg , while gas
piles up at the gap outer edge. The solid black curve corresponds
to the broad FeKα profile due to the inner disk truncated by a
cavity at < 55rg (same as purple curve in Fig. 7). The red curve
corresponds to an enhancement of emission by ×2 in the annulus
spanning 55−60rg . The green curve corresponds to enhancement
of emission by ×5 in the annulus spanning 55−60rg . All curves are
binned at approximately the energy resolution (∼ 7eV) expected
for Astro-H.

sion in an annulus spanning 55 − 60rg immediately outside
r2 to model pile-up. As the inner gap edge (r1) decreases
to 30rg (red curve), we add a uniform (arbitrary) ×2 en-
hancement of the Fe Kα emission from disk radii spanning
55 − 60rg. As the inner gap edge decreases to r1 = 10rg
(green curve), the Fe Kα emission from disk radii spanning
55 − 60rg is enhanced by a uniform (arbitrary) ×4 factor.
By comparing Fig. 9 with Fig. 7, we can see that substan-
tial damming of the outer disk has a noticeable effect on
the broad component of the Fe Kα line. In particular we
see that the ’horns’ of the broad component each become
double-pronged as the ’pile-up’ beyond r2 increases. Obser-
vationally, we should expect the double-pronged horns to
persist until the dam bursts. If the dam burst is sudden and
catastrophic, we expect the extra horns in the line profile
will ripple outward to redder and bluer energies respectively
as the ’overdense’ material collapses inward. If instead, there
is a slow leak from the dam, the flux in the extra horns in the
line profile will decrease and become dispersed to energies
redward and blueward of the horns.

In the second case, we assume that a cavity has been
excavated, truncating the disk at r1 = r2 = 55rg . We also
assume the outer disk is damming inflowing gas in an annu-
lus spanning 55 − 60rg . Fig. 10 shows the effect over time
of uniform pile-up at the edge of the cavity (r2). The black
curve shows the broad line from the region outside the cavity
(> 55rg), with no damming of the accretion flow (equivalent
to the purple curve in Fig. 7). The red curve shows an en-
hancement of ×2 over ’normal’ emission in an annulus span-
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ning 55 − 60rg . The green curve shows an enhancement of
×5 over ’normal’ emission in the annulus at 55−60rg. From
Fig. 10, the key observational characteristic of a ’damming’
of the accretion flow is a double-horned broad Fe Kα line
component (as in Fig. 9). This is because the broadest com-
ponent in the observable Fe K line complex is emitting sub-
stantially more than the surrounding disk. In this case, the
blue- and red-shifted horns of the line from the innermost
annulus stand out relative to the blue- and red-shifted horns
of the line from annuli further out in the disk. At some point,
when the pressure is large enough, the dam will overflow. If
the overflow is continuous, we expect a dynamic equilibrium
configuration of ’double-peaked’ horns, where flux lost from
the annulus is replaced by inflowing material. If the over-
flow is sudden, the outermost of the double-peaked horns
will decay rapidly as flux gets redistributed blue-ward and
red-ward of the horns. Thus, if we observe a broad Fe K
component with double-peaked horns that do not change
over the viscous timescale, there is a dynamic equilibrium
between pile-up behind and leakage from the dam. The en-
ergy resolution of Astro-H is necessary to begin to detect the
’double-peaked’ horns corresponding to ’dammed’ accretion
disks. However, to systematically study such effects (rather
than rely on serendipity), future proposed missions will re-
quire much larger effective area than even that planned for
IXO/Athena.

4.3 Detecting a disk around the secondary black
hole

In our discussion of gaps and cavities above, we have ignored
accretion onto the secondary. However (see § 2.2), it is pos-
sible that the secondary’s accretion disk persists long after
the inner disk has drained. An accretion disk within the Hill
radius RH = (q/3)1/3R of a q = 0.03 secondary located at
50rg in a cavity in the innermost AGN disk, has a radius
of 11rg in units of the primary black hole mass or 365rg,s,
where rg,s corresponds to gravitational radii in units of the
secondary black hole mass. The viscous timescale in the disk
around the secondary is τα,s = (1/αs)(Hs/rs)

−21/ωs where
the parameters are as in eqn.( 9), but the s-subscript refers
to the accretion disk around the secondary (which may have
different properties to the main AGN disk around the pri-
mary). Assuming αs ∼ 0.01, Hs/rs ∼ 0.1, τα,s ∼ 104τd,s,
where τd,s is the dynamical timescale in the secondary disk,
a disk extending to 365rg,s around a q = 0.03 secondary
orbiting a 106(8)M" supermassive primary black hole, will
drain in ∼ 2(200)yrs. Periodic dam overflows or continu-
ous dam leakage could keep the disk persisting (see §2.2)
around the secondary long after a cavity has formed. There
could also be a small remaining inner disk around the pri-
mary in this case, which will add flux to the red and blue
wings of the Fe complex. Since motion will be about the cen-
ter of mass of the merging binary, a small disk component
around the primary will wobble, which may be detectable
for large mass secondaries (q ! 0.01) with the energy reso-
lution of future missions such as Astro-H and IXO/Athena,
however, we shall leave discussion of the effect of oscillations
of the primary component to future work. In the following
discussion, we consider only flux from simple accretion disks
around the secondary and ignore the flux contribution from
the gas streamers within the cavity.

Figure 11. The change in the observed broad FeKα line profile
due to an accretion disk around the secondary black hole located
at 50rg . The black curve corresponds to the Fe Kα emission from
the main AGN disk (55 − 100rg) plus a weak secondary broad
component (10% of the intensity of the full disk profile) due to an
accretion disk around the secondary black hole centered on the
line centroid energy (6.40keV). The red curve shows the effect
of shifting the centroid of the weak secondary component red-
ward to 5.60keV. The blue curve shows the effect of shifting the
centroid of the weak secondary component blue-ward to 7.05keV.
The progression from red curve to blue curve occurs over half the
orbital time of the secondary. Observationally, we expect a ’see-
saw’ oscillation between the blue and red wings of the line as the
secondary accretion disk orbits the primary black hole inside the
circumbinary disk cavity. All curves are binned at approximately
the energy resolution (∼ 7eV) expected for Astro-H.

The secondary disk will add an additional component
to the observed broad Fe Kα line as it orbits the primary.
The observational effect will be most obvious at energies
red-ward and blue-ward of the line component produced by
the main AGN disk outside the cavity (e.g. the purple curve
in Fig. 7). A key difference between the ripple effect due
to a disk gap, and the effect due to a mini-disk around the
secondary, is that the former occurs on the AGN disk vis-
cous timescale and the latter occurs on the much shorter
orbital timescale. Thus, the effect consists of adding a sec-
ondary, low intensity broad Fe Kα component that oscillates
across the primary broad Fe Kα component on the orbital
timescale. The secondary line component oscillates approx-
imately between the red and blue horns of the primary line
component over the orbital timescale. For a secondary lo-
cated at 50rg from a 106(8)M" primary, one complete cycle
of oscillation of the line centroid of the secondary compo-
nent between the red and blue horns of the primary com-
ponent will take ∼ 2πRs/vs ∼ 104(6)s where Rs = 50rg is
the secondary orbital radius and vs is the secondary orbital
velocity.

In Fig. 11 we show the effect of adding an accretion
disk around a secondary black hole located at 50rg in a
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Infrared Light(house) Echo
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M2 M1
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• Dust torus echoes optical/UV 
from central anisotropic source

• Expect periodic IR emission with:
        (1) time delay (years)
        (2) reduced amplitude

D’Orazio & ZH (2017)
dust 
torus 



Infrared Echo
Jun et al. (2016): variability found in WISE data
  consistent with echo from dust torus around Doppler-boosted binary

V-0.3

W1

W2+0.5

D’Orazio & ZH (2017)

Optically thick
torus with

RT ~ 1-4 pc
ΘT ~ 20 deg
i   ≲ 70°(not face-on)



Polarization

• Effects: periodic fluctuations, different scattering angle, anisotropic 
(Doppler) emission, time-delays

• Signatures: periodic fluctuation in both polarization fraction (0.1-1 %)
      and angle ( ± 1 deg).  Polarization minimum at ~ peak of flux
• Orientation of orbit: from polarization angle on the sky

Dotti,  Bonetti, Dorazio, ZH, Ho.   arXiv 2103.14652

à 



Mass-loss - shocks
t ≈ (M/ΔM) torb(gap)

Recoil – shocks
t ≈ Rgap/vkick

Accretion afterglow
t ≈ tvisc(gap)

GW dissipation 
t ≈ Rgap/c

+1 hr

+1 wk

+1 mo

+10 yr

(Kocsis & Loeb 2008)

Signature III: Afterglow



• Properties of standard Shakura-Sunyaev accretion disk:
 — geometrically thin (cold) accretion disk, susceptible to shocks
 — inner cavity due to torques (out to ~100 Rs)
      — disk gravitationally unstable beyond ~10,000 Rs
      — v(orbit) ~  20,000 km/s ® 2,000 km/s
 — inner disk tightly bound to binary, outer disk weakly bound
      — disk mass low (Mdisk~10-4 MBH):  no effect on BH trajectory

• Instant response of pressureless (“dark matter”) disk:
      — start with massless test particles on co-planar circular orbits
      — add instantaneous v(kick) and/or ΔM 
      — Kepler orbits (ellipses)

Disk Response to Mass-loss & Recoil
Lippai, Frei & Haiman  2008; Shields & Bonning 2008; Schnittman & Krolik 2008



Consider caustic formed from material with annulus DR≪R 
     and use epicyclic approximation:
   
          epicyclic amplitude:   DR ~ (vkick/vorbit) ´ R
          caustic forms at time:      t ~ [(dW/dR)´DR]-1

       
               ® t ~ [(dW/dR) ´ (vkick/vorbit) ´ R]-1

          use dW/dR  µ W/R
               ® t ~ [W (vkick/vorbit)]-1  = R/vkick

          propagation speed:    R/t = vkick    (CONSTANT) 

       collision speed:    vshock ~ DR/t ~ DR/(R/vkick) ~ vkick
2/vorbit

 (INCREASES OUTWARD) 

Kick-Induced Caustics

DR



Impact of mass loss comparable to kick out to a radius where
     ΔM/M ≈ vkick/vorbit .   Transition near cavity edge (few 100 Rs). 
  
          epicyclic amplitude:   DR ~ (DM/M) ´ R
          caustic forms at time:      t ~ [(dW/dR)´DR]-1

       
               ® t ~ [(dW/dR) ´ (DM/M) ´ R]-1

          use dW/dR  µ W/R
               ® t ~ [W (DM/M)]-1  ~ (DM/M)-1R3/2

          propagation speed:    R/t ~ (ΔM/M) R-1/2      (SLOWS DOWN) 

       collision speed:  vshock ~ DR/t ~ (DM/M)2 R-1/2~ (ΔM /M)2 vorbit                   
                                                              (DECREASES OUTWARD) 

Mass-Loss Induced Caustics

DR



Mass-Loss Induced Caustics

r0
r

rmax

r0
r

Analytic solution for location of caustics
Penoyre & ZH 2018

Density profile:



Mass-Loss Induced Caustics

Penoyre & ZH 2018



• Sudden ‘shaking’ of disk launches prompt sound waves
• Sound waves can steepen into shocks
• 2D hydro simulation:
      — adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) code FLASH
      — MBH =  M1 +M2 = 106 M⊙             Rcavity = 100 Rs =  2 AU
         —  vkick = 500 km/s  (in the plane)
       — equation of state: isothermal or non-radiative (“adiabatic”)
      — tcavity = Rcavity / vkick =  7 days

• Estimate energy dissipation and “light curve” 
     — compute pdV work from isothermal vs. non-radiative runs
    — corresponds to assuming rapid cooling (marginally justified)

Shock formation in post-merger disk
Corrales, MacFadyen & Haiman (2009); 
O’Neill et al. (2009), Megevand et al. (2009); Rossi et al. (2009)



Post-merger Disk response: R3B

Lippai, Frei & ZH 2008

recoil in disk plane

recoil ⟂ to disk plane



Evolution of  Circumbinary Disk: Hydro



Disk Light Curve (“afterglow”) 

0.1 LEdd

kick
kick+mass loss

mass loss



Afterglow Spectrum 

Standard  accretion 
disks are optically thick
(τ~few×103) at ~103 Rs

Sum black-body
emission from each 
patch of the disk

• emission peaks in UV

• tell-tale signature:
  disk hardens AND 
  brightens with time



Can gas affect gravitational waveforms?
• Consider BH binary in gravitational inspiral stage

      - Pulsar timing arrays M=108-9M�

       - LISA: M=104-7M�

         - advanced LIGO (stellar-mass BHs)

• Many previous works on impact of ambient gas
     - hydrodynamical drag, accretion onto BHs, migration
    (Kocsis et al. 2011; Barausse et al. 2014)

• Order-unity impact on massive PTA binaries
     - typical binary is observed near ‘decoupling’, at O(100 RS) separation
    (Tanaka et al. 2014; Roedig et al. 2014)

• Effects less important near merger (LISA) except for E/IMRIs 
    - 1% speed up in decay rate in LISA regime (103 fewer cycles)
        (Yunes et al. 2011)

• Sign of effect is reversed: few % more cycles
    -  for inspirals with q>10-4  (EMRIs or IMBH-SMBH coalescence)



GW-driven
decay

Stellar
Scattering
driven
decay

Gas disk
Driven
decay
[ sensitive to
  accretion
  disk model ]

LISA

PTA

“Final parsec”
bottleneck
(Begelman
 Blandford &
 Rees 1984)

ZH, Kocsis,
Menou (2009)

Are gas torques important in GW band?



Can gas affect gravitational waveforms?
Derdzinksi et al. (2019,2021)  

simulation of EMRI with q=10-3 



Gas impact on LISA EMRIs

Effect of fiducial disk:
decelerate inspiral by
0.01 %  à few extra cycles

Derdzinksi et al. (2019)  
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Detectable for Σ ≳ 102-3 g cm-2



Conclusions

1.   SMBH binaries can be bright: gas accretion rate into cavity via 
      streams is not reduced by the binary “propeller”

2.   Emission from minidisks+ cavity strongly periodic for q > 0.04
                                               -- // --

3.   150 periodic quasars discovered in optical: binary candidates

4.   UV + optical data for PG 1302 consistent with periodicity from 
      Doppler-boosted emission from a less-massive secondary BH 
5.   This would allow clean measurement of GW vs EM time delay

                                               -- // --
6.   Unusual afterglow due to GW mass loss and recoil lasts from       

      weeks to months, hardening and brightening over time 



The End


